In recent years, a number of models of orthographic coding have been proposed in which the orthographic code consists of a set of units representing bigrams (open-bigram models). Three masked priming experiments were undertaken in an attempt to evaluate this idea: a conventional masked priming experiment, a sandwich priming experiment (Lupker & Davis, 2009 ) and an experiment involving a masked prime same-different task (Norris & Kinoshita, 2008) . Three prime types were used, first-letter superset primes (e.g., wjudge-JUDGE), last-letter superset primes (e.g., judgew-JUDGE) and standard substitution-letter primes (e.g., juwge-JUDGE). In none of the experiments was there any evidence that the superset primes were more effective primes, the prediction made by open-bigram models. In fact, in the second and third experiments, first-letter superset primes were significantly worse primes than the other two prime types. These results provide no evidence for the existence of open-bigram units. They also suggest that prime-target mismatches at the first position produce orthographic codes that are less similar than mismatches at other positions. Implications for models of orthographic coding are discussed.
In recent years there has been a noticeable increase in interest among reading researchers in the process referred to as "orthographic coding" (Davis, 2010; Grainger, 2008; Grainger & van Heuven, 2003; Whitney, 2001) . Orthographic coding refers to the process of constructing an abstract representation of the letter string being read that then serves as the code allowing access to lexical information. In order to read successfully, this code must accurately specify not only the identities of the letters in the word being read but also the positions of those letters. That is, if identity information is not successfully coded, readers may confuse words like gate and game, whereas, if position information is not successfully coded, readers may confuse anagrams like trial and trail.
Although both identity and position must be coded accurately for successful reading, recent research has also made it clear that the coding system for position is somewhat imprecise. That is, readers do confuse anagram letter strings like jugde with their base words (i.e., judge) (Chambers, 1979; O'Connor & Forster, 1981; Perea & Lupker, 2003a , 2003b , 2004 and anagram words like trial and trail (Andrews, 1996) while at the same time, as shown by the now-famous "Cambridge e-mail," readers have little trouble reading when the letter strings they are reading contain sets of transposed letters (e.g., "eervy letetr by iesltf" can be easily interpreted as "every letter by itself").
One approach to trying to describe the way position information is represented in the orthographic code has been to assume that letter positions are coded in a fashion that, although precise enough to normally allow successful reading, is nonetheless, noisy. For example, Gómez, Ratcliff, and Perea (2008) , in their Overlap model, have assumed that the position of a letter (e.g., the d in judge) can be described in terms of a probability distribution with a mean in the correct position (i.e., the third) but with a variance indicating that there is some probability that the letter could be in the second or fourth position. Similar assumptions about letter position uncertainty are made in Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model, Norris and colleagues' Bayesian Reader model (Norris & Kinoshita, 2012; Norris, Kinoshita, & van Caasteren, 2010 ) and Adelman's (2011) Letters in Time and Retinotopic Space (LTRS) model.
In contrast to these types of models, there are now a number of models that code letter position by postulating a set of representations between the letter and word level, representations of the bigrams in the word being read (Grainger & van Heuven, 2003; Grainger, Granier, Farioli, Van Assche, & van Heuven, 2006; Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004; Whitney, 2001) . For example, when the word judge is read, letter-level representations are initially activated with those representations then activating representations for bigrams ju, jd, jg, ud, and so forth that represent the ordering of letter pairs in the word. The reason that an anagram like jugde can be potentially misinterpreted as judge is that jugde will activate virtually all the same bigrams as judge with the only exception being the dg bigram. These types of models are referred to as "open-bigram" models.
At present, there are a number of open-bigram models in the literature. They vary in terms of a number of assumptions. For example, a now-common assumption is that bigrams are not activated if the distance between letters is too great (Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004) . In Schoonbaert and Grainger's model, referred to as the "constrained open-bigram" model, letter pairs with more than two letters between them do not activate the associated bigram (i.e., the je bigram is not activated when reading judge). A second potential assumption is that the degree of activation of bigram units is a function of the distance between the two letters of the bigram (i.e., the ju bigram is more activated than the jd bigram when reading judge) (Whitney, 2001 ). Other models assume edge bigrams (Whitney & Marton, 2013) , that is, bigrams that indicate which letters are end letters by having a space next to them (e.g., the bigrams ‫ء‬ j and e ‫ء‬ are activated when reading judge). There is even a model, the overlap open-bigram model , that assumes that reverse-order bigrams can be activated (i.e., the bigram unit for uj would be activated when reading judge).
There has been renewed interest in these types of models recently because there have been a few papers showing that although transposing other types of characters, for example, numbers and symbols, can also create confusion, those effects are somewhat different from the effect of transposing letters (Duñabeitia, Dimitropoulou, Grainger, Hernández, & Carreiras, 2012; Massol, Duñabeitia, Carreiras, & Grainger, 2013) . These types of results have led open-bigram proponents to argue that there is something more than just positional noise producing transposition effects with letters. Potentially, there is also the impact of open-bigram units, an impact that would not exist for number or symbol pairs.
Even if one accepts the idea that these data indicate that there is a qualitative difference between letters and number or symbols, it's not clear that they provide much support for the existence of open-bigram units during orthographic coding. Therefore, what is really needed is some demonstration that open-bigram models provide a better explanation of some empirical results in reading research than the other types of orthographic coding models do.
Unfortunately, because of the numerous assumptions involved in the different versions of open-bigram models, it's been somewhat difficult to empirically examine the open-bigram idea, per se. For example, Lupker and Davis (2008) , using a masked priming lexical-decision task involving Lupker and Davis's (2009) ‫ء‬ . Because these bigrams are also contained in the control prime cifagnar, the implication is that open-bigram models would not predict that cetupmor will be a better prime for computer than cifagnar would be. However, one version of open-bigram models, Grainger and van Heuven's (2003) unconstrained open-bigram model, can predict some priming from cetupmor because, in that model, all potential bigrams are activated, including the ce, ct, cu, and so forth bigrams, bigrams that are not contained in cifagnar.
Therefore, although this version of the model is no longer favored by open-bigram theorists (e.g., Grainger et al., 2006) , the ability of the model to potentially predict a priming effect from cetupmor means that that effect does not challenge the open-bigram idea, per se.
As a second example, Kinoshita and Norris (2013) using the masked prime same-different task (to be described in more detail subsequently) also reported priming effects in situations that openbigram models would not predict. For example, two-letter target words like of were primed by transposed letter primes (fo) and longer targets (e.g., abolish) were primed by letter pairs separated by more than two letters (e.g., bs). Once again, however, there is one open-bigram model that suggests that transposed-letter bigrams are activated and there is another model (Grainger & van Heuven, 2003) in which the bs bigram would be activated when reading abolish. Therefore, once again, one can argue that these demonstrations of priming in situations in which most open-bigram models would predict no priming does not challenge the open-bigram idea, per se.
In the present research, a slightly different approach was taken. As in most attempts to evaluate the open-bigram idea against its competitors, the masked priming paradigm (Forster & Davis, 1984) was used. However, rather than trying to find priming effects in situations in which most open-bigram models would not predict priming effects, conditions were created that, according to the open-bigram principle, should most favor finding priming effects. In particular, in the main conditions of interest, the primes used were "superset" primes, primes that contain all the target's letters (Welvaert, Farioli, & Grainger, 2008; . As Welvaert et al. (2008) and Van Assche and Grainger (2006) have demonstrated, superset primes created by inserting a letter into the middle of a target (e.g., juwdge) can be very effective primes because the relative positions of all the target's letters are maintained. In the present experiments, the superset primes were created in a slightly different way, by adding a letter to either the beginning or end of the target word (i.e., wjudge or judgew for the target judge) which, of course, will also maintain the relative positions of all the target's letters.
Creating supersets by adding a letter to the beginning or end of the target, rather than the middle, was felt to be a better way of examining open-bigram models because the primes would not increase the separation of any of the letters in the relevant bigrams, which could potentially decrease the probability that some bigram units are activated (i.e., an interior letter superset prime like juwdge may not activate the jg and ue bigram units that are required when reading the word/target judge because the letters in those bigrams may be too far apart). Indeed, Welvaert et al. (2008) nicely demonstrated that when superset primes are created by adding letters to the middle of the target word (e.g., juwdge, juwrdge), the priming effect is reduced by approximately 11 ms per letter added. Welvaert et al. suggested that this pattern could be explained in terms of a letter-to-word inhibition effect resulting from the prime activating letters not in the target. However, it could just as easily be explained within the framework of openbigram models as being because of the added internal letters reducing the number of target-relevant open bigrams activated by the prime. In fact, as Welvaert et al. reported, both SERIOL This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. (Whitney, 2001) and the overlap open-bigram model did a very good job of accounting for their results without assuming a letterto-word inhibition process. These prime conditions were contrasted with a standard substitution-letter prime condition (i.e., juwge). Substitution-letter primes like juwge activate considerably fewer bigrams involved in reading judge (i.e., all four bigrams involving the letter d are not activated by juwge) than the first-and last-letter superset primes do. Hence open-bigram models would predict that there will be a considerably smaller priming effect from these primes than from the superset primes. Indeed a calculation of similarity scores from the version of SERIOL described in Whitney (2004) indicates that the superset primes have an average similarity score with the targets used in the present experiments of .93 whereas the average similarity score for the substitution-letter primes and the targets used here is .66. Some of the other open-bigram models (e.g., Grainger & van Heuven, 2003) would produce similarity scores of 1.00 for the superset primes because those primes activate all the open bigrams needed by the target. The reason the most recent version of SERIOL does not do so is that the primes would not activate the appropriate edge bigram on the end of the prime containing the added letter.
In contrast to the predictions of SERIOL, Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model finds little to discriminate among the three prime types, producing similarity scores of .88 for all of them. However, as Lupker and Davis (2009) have noted, similarity scores are not perfect predictors of priming effects in a conventional masked priming experiment. The reason is that orthographically similar primes can activate not only lexical representations for the targets but also lexical representations for other orthographically similar words. Those activated representations then compete with the representation for the target, slowing its activation. This problem is especially acute when the additional words whose representations are activated by the prime are also orthographically similar to the target because they will then get some activation from the target presentation as well, further increasing their ability to compete.
In an effort to try to control the impact of differential lexical competition in the three prime-type conditions, the primes that were selected had very few neighbors (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977) . In the substitution-letter prime condition, the only prime neighbor was the target. In the two superset prime conditions, the primes were not Coltheart et al. neighbors of the targets because they were one letter longer than the targets; however, the average neighborhood size of the primes was 0.5. As a result, for these stimuli, Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model did predict equivalent priming in the three conditions (39 ms in the two superset conditions, 36 ms in the substitution-letter condition).
1 Experiments 2 and 3 were additional attempts to try to examine the open-bigram proposal in circumstances in which the impact of lexical competition has been more strongly controlled. Recently, two experimental techniques have been developed in an effort to accomplish exactly this purpose, Lupker and Davis's (2009) sandwich priming technique and Norris and Kinoshita's (2008) masked prime same-different task. The details of these techniques will be described before the relevant experiment.
Method

Experiment 1
Participants. The participants were 66 University of Western Ontario undergraduate students who participated for partial course credit. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were native speakers of English.
Materials. The target stimuli consisted of 78 English words (average CELEX frequency: 43.3 per million, average orthographic neighborhood size (as defined in Coltheart et al., 1977) : 2.5; average length: 6.4 letters) and 78 orthographically legal nonwords that matched the words in terms of average neighborhood size (2.5 orthographic neighbors) and length (6.4 letters). For each word and nonword target six types of primes were created, each representing a condition in the experiment: 1) primes created by adding a letter to the front of the target (related first-letter superset condition; e.g., zbegun-BEGUN), 2) primes created by adding a letter to the end of the target (related last-letter superset condition; e.g., begunz-BEGUN), 3) primes created by replacing an internal letter of the target (related substitution-letter condition; e.g., bezun-BEGUN), 4) unrelated first-letter superset primes created by re-pairing the primes and targets from the related first-letter superset condition (e.g., zbegun-STERN), 5) unrelated last-letter superset primes created by re-pairing primes and targets from the related last-letter superset condition (e.g., begunz-STERN), and 6) unrelated substitution-letter primes created by re-pairing primes and targets from the related substitution-letter condition (e.g., bezun-STERN).
In order to use all six prime types and make sure each target would appear only once to a participant, six sets of materials (lists) were created. Across the lists, all 156 targets were primed by all six types of primes, with a different prime for the single presentation of a given target in each list. Each list contained an equal number of each prime type. That is, each list contained 13 trials of each prime type across the word targets and 13 trials of each prime type across the nonword targets. Thus, all manipulations of interest were within-subject.
The primes in all the experiments were displayed in lowercase in size 12 New Courier font (e.g., zbegun), whereas all the targets were displayed in uppercase in size 14 New Courier font (e.g., BEGUN) so that the targets would cover the same area of the screen as the superset primes that were one letter longer than their targets. The specific order of presentation of the targets within each list was pseudorandomized for each participant using Forster 1 Adelman et al. (2014) in their megastudy of priming effects have recently reported priming effects of 29 ms, 27 ms and 23 ms in the last-letter superset, first-letter superset and substitution-letter prime conditions. Because of the large quantity of data collected, a difference of 3 ms is a statistically significant difference, implying that the substitution-letter primes were not as effective as the superset primes in that data set. Unfortunately, it isn't possible to draw any firm conclusions from that data pattern with respect to the issues investigated here for two reasons. First, no attempt was made to control for the orthographic neighborhoods of the primes (and targets) and, therefore, it is quite possible that the different prime conditions produced different levels of lexical competition. Second, although all of the unrelated primes were the same length as their targets (six letters), the related primes were longer than their targets in the superset prime conditions (seven letters), but not in the substitution-letter prime condition. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. and Forster's (2003) DMDX software. All of the stimuli used are listed in the Appendix. Procedure. Participants were tested individually. Participants were told that their task was to indicate whether the strings of letters presented on the computer screen were English words or not, by pressing the right-shift key if they thought the letter string was a word and the left-shift key if they thought it was not. They were also told to do this as quickly and as accurately as possible. No mention was made of the number of stimuli that would be presented on each trial or of the existence of the masked primes.
Each trial consisted of the presentation of three stimuli. First, a row of nine (#########) hash marks was presented for 550 ms to serve as a fixation mark, followed immediately by the prime (e.g., zbegun) for 55 ms, followed by the target for 3 s (e.g., BEGUN), or until a response was made. Each stimulus was presented in the center of a 17-in PC monitor, using Forster and Forster's (2003) DMDX software. Targets (words or nonwords) appeared as black characters on a white background. Reaction times (RTs) were measured from the target's onset until the participant's response.
When the participant responded to a trial, the target disappeared from the screen and the next trial began. All participants received six practice trials involving a novel set of stimuli before the 156 experimental trials. No participants mentioned any awareness of the primes. The entire experiment lasted approximately 10 min.
Results
For both the word and nonword data, 2 ϫ 3 ϫ 6 analyses of variances (ANOVAs) were conducted, both by subjects (F 1 ) and by items (F 2 ), with Relatedness (related vs. unrelated) and Prime Type (first-letter superset, last-letter superset, substitution-letter) as within-subject and within-item factors and List (which is the counterbalancing factor) as a between-subject and between-item factor. Incorrect responses and RTs less than 250 ms or greater than 1600 ms were excluded from the latency analysis. Similar exclusion criteria were applied to the nonword data except that 1800 ms was set as the upper-limit criterion for those targets, instead of 1600 ms. Doing so led to the exclusion of 2.0% of the word latencies and 2.8% of the nonword latencies. The mean RTs and error rates of word and nonword targets from the subject analyses are shown in Table 1 Because accepting a null hypothesis is always potentially problematic, techniques have been developed for estimating the probability of the null hypothesis being true given the data obtained, p(H o |D), (e.g., Masson, 2011; Wagenmakers, 2007) . Applying the technique presented by Masson (2011) Nonword latencies. Neither of the main effects nor the interaction approached significance in either analysis (all ps Ͼ.10).
Nonword errors. Although neither main effect approached significance (all ps Ͼ.50), there was a significant interaction, F 1 (2, 120) ϭ 4.00, MSE ϭ 0.005, p Ͻ .05; F 2 (2, 144) ϭ 3.29, MSE ϭ 0.008, p Ͻ .05. This interaction may very well be a Type I error. One thing to note, however, is that, for each prime type, the relatedness effect in the error data is a mirror of the relatedness effect in the latency data. Thus, the overall pattern is also consistent with there having been a small speed-accuracy trade-off on the nonword trials (see Table 1 ).
Discussion
The priming effects in Experiment 1 were remarkably consistent with the predictions of Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model. Both superset conditions were predicted to produce 39 ms of priming with the first-letter superset condition producing 40 ms and the last-letter superset condition producing 33 ms. The substitutionletter prime condition was predicted to produce 36 ms of priming and it produced 35 ms.
In contrast, the data from Experiment 1 are not at all consistent with the predictions of the open-bigram models. Regardless of which version of open-bigram model we might consider, the superset primes were expected to be extremely similar to their targets. The substitution-letter primes were not. Therefore, the prediction is that the superset primes would be far better primes than the substitution-letter primes. The complete lack of an interaction between Relatedness and Prime Type is not at all consistent with this prediction.
Experiment 2
As noted previously, similarity scores are not perfect predictors of priming effects in a conventional masked priming lexical decision experiment. Those priming effects are also dependent on This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
nature of the interactions that go on at the lexical level. Orthographically related primes activate not only the target but also lexical representations of all other words to which they are orthographically similar. Those activated representations then compete with the target during target processing, slowing its activation. The competition process becomes even more intense if the target itself is orthographically similar to the activated competitors because its presentation also activates those competitors, making them even more potent. Therefore, efforts need to be taken to make sure that lexical competition doesn't differentially affect the various prime conditions. In Experiment 1, an attempt was made to solve this problem by selecting primes that had no neighbors other than the target in the substitution-letter prime condition and primes that had virtually no neighbors at all in the two superset prime conditions. Coltheart et al.'s (1977) definition of a lexical neighbor was used for this purpose. As has been pointed out (e.g., Bowers, Davis, & Hanley, 2005; Davis & Taft, 2005) , however, this definition is likely too restrictive. Word pairs in which one word is a superset of the other (e.g., come-comet) are likely also neighbors in the sense that the presentation of one member of the pair likely activates the lexical representation of the other member of the pair early in processing. In fact, the existence of superset priming, as observed in Experiment 1 and as reported by Welvaert et al. (2008) and Van Assche and Grainger (2006) , is essentially a demonstration of that point. Therefore, one could argue that the nature of lexical activation in the three prime type conditions may not have been as well controlled as one would have liked in Experiment 1.
Fortunately, there are now techniques available for achieving even better control on the impact of the competition processes that go on at the lexical level. The technique employed in Experiment 2 is Lupker and Davis's (2009) sandwich priming technique.
Sandwich priming involves simply adding a very brief (i.e., 33 ms) presentation of the target to the normal masked priming sequence on all trials, just before the brief presentation of the prime of interest. The idea is that this extra stimulus starts target processing ahead of any processing that the prime may initiate. Because target processing has a head start, the expectation is that the target's representation can effectively inhibit any other representations that might be activated by the prime. Essentially, a playing field is created in which those other representations never reach a level of activation that allows them to become strong competitors. Therefore, the only impact the prime will have in this situation is to further activate the target. As a result, the amount of priming that is observed would then be a direct reflection of how orthographically similar the prime and target are. The typical result is that priming effects increase in size in sandwich priming experiments and, in fact, often very small effects in the conventional masked priming paradigm become large enough to be significant when using sandwich priming (Lupker & Davis, 2008 .
Experiment 2 was, therefore, a sandwich priming experiment using the same primes and targets as used in Experiment 1. The expectation is that, to the extent that priming effects were being diminished by lexical competition in Experiment 1, those effects will increase in size in Experiment 2. If differential lexical competition in the various conditions was the reason that the advantage for superset primes predicted by the open-bigram models did not emerge in Experiment 1, that advantage should now emerge in Experiment 2. In contrast, Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model predicts that any difference between the two experiments will only be in the overall size of the priming effects, which should increase to approximately 60 ms in all conditions.
Method
Participants. The participants were 78 University of Western Ontario undergraduate students who participated for partial course credit. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were native speakers of English.
Materials. The stimuli created for Experiment 1 were also used in Experiment 2.
Procedure. As in Experiment 1, participants were told that their task was to indicate whether each string of letters presented on the computer screen was an English word or not, by pressing the right-shift key if they thought the letter string was a word and the left-shift key if they thought it was not. They were also told to do this as quickly and as accurately as possible. No mention was made of the number of stimuli that would be presented on each trial or of the existence of the masked primes.
Each trial consisted of the presentation of four stimuli. First, a row of nine (#########) hash marks was presented for 550 ms to serve as a fixation mark, followed immediately by the target word in lowercase (e.g., begun) for 33 ms, followed by the second prime (e.g., zbegun), also in lowercase, for 55 ms, followed by the target for 3 s (e.g., BEGUN), or until a response was made. Each stimulus was presented in the center of a 17-in PC monitor, using Forster and Forster's (2003) DMDX software. All stimuli appeared as black characters on a white background. Reaction times were measured from the target's onset until the participant's response.
When a participant responded to a trial, the target disappeared from the screen and the next trial began. All participants received six practice trials involving a novel set of stimuli before the 156 experimental trials. No participants mentioned any awareness of the primes although some reported seeing a flash before the target. The entire experiment lasted approximately 10 minutes.
Results
The data analyses were identical to those in Experiment 1. Because of the slightly longer latencies typically found in sandwich priming, the cutoffs for the word trials were 250 -1800 ms whereas the cutoffs for the nonword trials were 250 -2000 ms. Using these cutoffs led to the exclusion of 1.6% of the word latencies and 1.5% of the nonword latencies. The mean latencies and error rates for word and nonword targets from the subject analyses are shown in Table 2 .
Word latencies. Related primes produced significantly shorter latencies than unrelated primes in both analyses, Nonword errors. Neither of the main effects nor the interaction approached significance in either analysis (all ps Ͼ.10).
Discussion
Once again, there was no support for the predictions of the open-bigram models. That is, in Experiment 2, neither superset condition showed evidence of producing more priming than the substitution-letter condition. In fact, unlike in Experiment 1, the first-letter superset condition produced significantly less priming than the other two conditions. Essentially, although the sandwich priming paradigm did increase the size of the priming effect beyond that produced in the conventional priming paradigm in Experiment 1 for the substitution-letter and last-letter superset primes, it had no impact on the priming effect for first-letter superset primes. This pattern contrasts with the predictions of the Spatial-Coding model as well, which was that all three prime type conditions should yield approximately 60 ms of priming as a result of the switch of experimental paradigms.
An obvious question, therefore, is why did the sandwich priming manipulation not increase the priming effect for the first-letter superset primes? The answer most consistent with the analysis of what sandwich primes do is that there were no competitors activated by the first-letter superset primes that the sandwich primes could act to suppress. That is, the analysis Lupker and Davis (2009) provided is that the impact of presenting the target word itself before the prime of interest is that the brief target presentation causes normal competitors for the target (i.e., target neighbors) to be suppressed. Therefore, they will not be activated to any real degree by the prime of interest making them unable to have any noticeable inhibition effect on target processing. The result is a facilitation effect reflecting the actual orthographic similarity between the prime and target. If such competitors do not exist, the impact of the sandwich prime would be minimal. For substitutionletter primes and for last-letter superset primes, it appears that the sandwich primes accomplished their intended purpose. Therefore, the reason that there was not an increase in priming for the first-letter superset primes would appear to be that there were no competitors activated by those primes that the initial presentation of the target was able to suppress. A further implication is that the orthographic codes for the last-letter superset primes and the substitution-letter primes are actually more similar to those for their targets than is the case for first-letter superset primes. We will return to this issue in the General Discussion.
Experiment 3
As noted, the sandwich priming paradigm is not the only paradigm that has the ability to minimize the contribution of lexical interactions, allowing for a better examination of the orthographic code. The other paradigm used has been the masked prime samedifferent task introduced by Norris and Kinoshita (2008) . In this task, subjects first see a reference stimulus, which could be either a word or nonword, followed by a masked prime followed by a target. The task is to decide whether the target is the same as the reference stimulus. The standard result is that primes orthographically similar to their targets facilitate responding when the trial is a positive ("same") trial (i.e., when the reference stimulus and the target match), but not on negative ("different") trials, regardless of whether the stimuli are words or nonwords. In contrast, primes related in other ways to the target (e.g., morphologically) do not produce priming, strongly suggesting that the code being used when making same-different decisions is purely orthographic in nature (Duñabeitia, Kinoshita, Carreiras, & Norris, 2011; Kinoshita & Norris, 2009 , although see Kelly, van Heuven, Pitchford, & Ledgeway, 2013, for a counterargument).
If this analysis is correct and if the orthographic code is based on open bigrams, once again, the prediction is that our superset primes will be superior to our substitution-letter primes. In contrast, based on the results in the sandwich priming task of Experiment 2, which is also assumed to document the impact of the similarity of the prime's and target's orthographic codes, one would expect that the pattern in Experiment 3 will mimic that in Experiment 2. That is, the substitution-letter and last-letter superset conditions should show good priming with the first-letter superset condition showing priming essentially equivalent to that in Experiment 1.
Alternatively, Whitney (2013) has proposed that in the masked prime same-different task, the codes used to carry out the task are not open-bigram units but the letter units that activate the openbigram units. Further, Whitney has provided an equation that is to be used in predicting the amount of priming in this task, based on activation of those letter units. This proposal was made in response to the results of Kinoshita and Norris (2013), described above, showing that open-bigram models could not explain priming in the masked prime same-different task if the task was assumed to be carried out based on activation of open-bigram units. Whitney's proposal also leads to the prediction that our superset primes will be very effective primes, producing essentially the same amount of facilitation that one would expect from identity primes. In contrast, substitution-letter primes should produce only a proportion of that facilitation, equal to the ratio of the number of letters shared by the prime and target (i.e., n-1) to the number of letters in the target (n).
Method
Participants. The participants were 90 University of Western Ontario undergraduate students who participated for partial course credit. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were native speakers of English.
Materials. The word targets and their primes created for Experiment 1 were used to create the positive/same trials in Experiment 3. In addition, 156 English words matched to the words used in the same trials on average CELEX frequency (42.4), average orthographic neighborhood size (defined as in Coltheart et al., 1977 -2.5 ) and average length (6.4 letters), were selected to be used in creating the negative/different trials. Half of these added words were used as reference stimuli and half were used as targets on different trials. Reference words and targets on different trials were always the same length.
Procedure. Participants were told that their task was to indicate whether the initial word presented on the computer screen was the same as the second word presented on the computer screen by pressing the right-shift key if they were the same and the left-shift key if they were not. They were also told to do this as quickly and as accurately as possible. No mention was made of the number of stimuli that would be presented on each trial or of the existence of the masked primes.
Each trial consisted of the presentation of four stimuli. Initially, the reference stimulus (e.g., begun) was presented in the upper half of the screen and a row of nine (#########) hash marks was presented in the bottom half of the screen for 550 ms. Those stimuli were followed immediately by the prime (e.g., zbegun), also in lowercase, for 55 ms, followed by the target for 3 s (e.g., BEGUN) or until a response was made, both appearing in the same position on the screen as the row of hash marks. Each stimulus was presented in the horizontal center of a 17-in PC monitor, using Forster and Forster's (2003) DMDX software. All stimuli appeared as black characters on a white background. Reaction times were measured from the target's onset until the participant's response.
When the participant responded to a trial, the target disappeared from the screen and the next trial began. All participants received six practice trials involving a novel set of stimuli before the 156 experimental trials. No participants mentioned any awareness of the primes. The entire experiment lasted approximately 10 minutes.
Results
The data analyses were identical to those in Experiment 1 for both the same and different trials. The cutoffs in both cases were 250 -1600 ms. Doing so led to the exclusion of 0.5% of the same trial latencies and 0.8% of the different trial latencies. The mean latencies and error rates for both same and different trials from the subject analyses are shown in Table 3 .
Same trial latencies. Related primes produced significantly shorter latencies than unrelated primes in both analyses, 
Post-Hoc Contrasts Between Experiments
The obvious contrast in the present research was between Experiment 1, the conventional masked priming experiment, which showed equivalent priming effects in the three conditions, and the other two experiments that showed an interaction between prime type and relatedness. Additional analyses were undertaken to compare the target latencies in Experiment 1 to those in each of the other two experiments. Specifically, two 2 (Experiment) ϫ 2 (Relatedness) ϫ 3 (Prime Type) ϫ 6 (List) analyses were undertaken. For brevity, only effects involving Experiment are reported here.
In 
Discussion
The main question being addressed in Experiment 3 was whether we would find any support for the open-bigram idea in the masked prime same-different task. If one assumes that this task is carried out using open-bigram units, the prediction is for more priming in the two superset conditions than in the substitutionletter condition. If one assumes that, although open-bigram coding does occur, open-bigram units play little role in this task, as argued by Whitney (2013) , the same prediction holds. The data, however, show no evidence of that pattern. Instead, they show a clear priming advantage in the substitution-letter condition in comparison with the first-letter superset condition (paralleling the results in the sandwich priming task used in Experiment 2) and some evidence of an advantage of the substitution-letter condition over the last-letter superset condition, although that difference was not large enough to be significant in the subject analysis.
What should also be noted is that, as in Experiment 2, these data are not obviously consistent with the Spatial-Coding model (Davis, 2010) either. The similarity scores in the three conditions are equivalent. Further, there is no reason to expect any of the conditions to be differentially affected by lexical competition because the general argument is that the code being used when making same-different decisions is orthographic in nature (Duñabeitia et al., 2011; Kinoshita & Norris, 2009 ). Therefore, the most straightforward prediction of the Spatial-Coding model would have been equal priming effects in the three conditions. This issue, as well as the issue of the relationship between the tasks used in Experiments 2 and 3, will be returned to in the General Discussion.
General Discussion
The purpose of the present research was to provide an examination of the proposal that the orthographic code used in reading is based on open-bigram units. Three experiments were undertaken in which priming effects for both first-letter (e.g., wjudge-JUDGE) and lastletter (e.g., judgew-JUDGE) superset primes were contrasted with priming effects for the more standard substitution-letter primes (e.g., juwge-JUDGE). According to open-bigram models, these particular superset primes should provide strong priming because virtually all the open-bigrams units relevant to target processing would be activated by the primes. In contrast, the substitution-letter primes would activate considerably fewer open-bigram units relevant to target processing, implying that priming effects in this condition would be smaller than in the two superset conditions.
The results provided no support for the predictions of the open-bigram models. Experiment 1 employed the conventional masked priming procedure. In that experiment the three prime types produced essentially equivalent priming effects, a result predicted by Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model. In Experiment 2, the sandwich priming paradigm was used in order to get a strong control on the impact of lexical competition, a process that, at least in theory, could have differentially impacted the different conditions in Experiment 1. Again, there was no evidence of better priming from the superset primes and, in fact, the first-letter superset primes were significantly worse than the other two prime types. More specifically, as is typical with the sandwich priming manipulation, the priming effects were larger than those in the conventional masked priming situation (i.e., Experiment 1) for the lastletter superset and substitution-letter primes. Such was not the case, however, for the first-letter superset primes. This pattern was also somewhat at odds with the predictions of the Spatial-Coding model, which were that there would be equivalent priming in the three prime-type conditions. Finally, in the masked prime samedifferent task of Experiment 3, once again, there was no evidence that superset primes were better primes than substitution-letter primes. Instead, first-letter superset primes were again the weakest primes and last-letter superset primes now showed some evidence of being less effective than substitution-letter primes. These results were not predicted by either an open-bigram account assuming the orthographic code used in this task is the same one used in normal reading or Whitney's (2013) more recent account based on an extension of SERIOL.
With respect to the main issue being investigated here, whether it would be possible to find evidence for open-bigram units based on our superset manipulation, the clear answer was no. Every one of these experiments produced results inconsistent with the predictions made based on the existence of open-bigram units. What was also clear, however, is that a somewhat unexpected pattern emerged in Experiments 2 and 3. In both experiments, there was a large difference between the first-letter superset condition and the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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other conditions. The obvious question is, what, if any, are the implications of this pattern for models of orthographic coding? There is a straightforward explanation of at least part of the difference between Experiment 1 and the other two experiments in terms of the methodology used. As previously noted, the impact of lexical competition should have been much less in Experiments 2 and 3 than in Experiment 1. That is, although primes (and targets) were selected so as to minimize the number of Coltheart et al. (1977) neighbors they possessed, there were undoubtedly other words in the neighborhood, that is, other words that were activated by the primes. Those words, which, in most cases, were also activated by the related targets, created competition during target processing, muting the priming effect. The sandwich priming manipulation in Experiment 2 involves the brief presentation of the target on all trials. The presumed impact is to inhibit the activation of potential lexical competitors. Hence, the size of the priming effect should more closely reflect the orthographic similarity of the prime and target. The masked prime same-different task in Experiment 3 is presumed to be carried out based solely on orthographic codes. Hence, by definition, it is unaffected by lexical competition. Therefore, the size of the priming effect in that task should also more closely reflect the orthographic similarity of the prime and target. The fact that the two tasks produced quite similar patterns is consistent with this analysis. More importantly, what this analysis implies is that, the orthographic codes of, for example, wjudge and judge are less similar than those of judgew and judge as well as those of juwge and judge.
This implication is at least somewhat consistent with a number of proposals concerning orthographic coding currently in the literature (Brühl & Imhoff, 1995; Guérard, Saint-Aubin, Poirier, & Demetriou, 2012; Humphreys, Evett, & Quinlan, 1990; Jordan, 1990; Jordan, Thomas, Patching, & Scott-Brown, 2003; White, Johnson, Liversedge, & Rayner, 2008) . Those researchers have all claimed that external letters play a more important role in word recognition than internal letters. Jordan (1990) , for example, argued that the end letters form a perceptual unit based on results showing that it was easier to report a target letter in a 500 ms two-letter display when the letters represented a legitimate beginning and ending of an English word (e.g., d k) than when they did not (e.g., s z). Jordan et al. (2003) further demonstrated that it was more difficult to read text when the two end letters of words were degraded than when other pairs of letters were degraded, including the initial two letters in the word. Humphreys et al. (1990) , using a masked prime perceptual identification task, showed that targets were more readily identified when the four-letter primes shared first and last letters with their targets than when the primes and targets shared any other letter pairs (Experiment 1b), although the importance of end letters was much less clear in the remainder of their experiments. Those authors argued that end letters served as anchor points to aid in the coding of other letters.
Although these ideas could potentially explain the weaker priming effect from our first-letter superset primes, they are also based on the idea that the last letter is quite important too. Therefore, they would not seem to be completely consistent with the pattern reported here. That is, if end letters are important, one would expect that mismatching last letters in the prime and target would be just as problematic as mismatching first letters in the prime and target, a result that did not occur in the present Experiments 2 and 3.
Others researchers have argued for the importance of just the first letter. For example, Brühl and Imhoff (1995) using a boundary technique while monitoring eye movements during online reading have shown that providing the correct initial letters of the subsequent word is more helpful than providing other letters (including both external letters). Those authors, however, attributed this effect to the fact that the initial letters of a subsequent word were the most visible when that word was in the periphery. In contrast, White et al. (2008) did argue for the importance of first letters in general following their demonstration that transposing the initial letters of a word while reading was more harmful than transposing other letter pairs. Those authors suggested that initial letters might receive more activation than later letters (with the possible exception of last letters), which may cause initial letters to play a more important role in driving lexical activation.
The proposal that units representing the first letter in a word gain extra activation is reasonably consistent with the present data. Further, the general idea is not necessarily inconsistent with the Overlap model (Gómez et al., 2008 ), Davis's (2010) SpatialCoding model or a number of the open-bigram models. In the Overlap model, letters in the end positions have less variability in the calculation of their position. That is, they are more clearly located in the first or last positions. In the Spatial-Coding model, units representing end letters will be tagged as being end letters. In both models, these assumptions serve to increase the similarity of the orthographic codes for letter strings and words sharing end letters. Presently, however, neither model makes a distinction between the nature of representations for the first versus the last letter. In the case of the Overlap model, it's unclear that the assumption of reduced variability in the position of the last letter can be dropped, which may be a bit problematic for the model. In the case of the Spatial-Coding model, the existence of last letter units is not a core assumption of the model and could easily be dropped. More crucially, however, when considering the model's ability to predict the present data, the impact of this extra component for first letters in the model is quite small. Therefore, in order to explain the data from Experiments 2 and 3, a parameter adjustment would be necessary.
In the open-bigram models, the extra impact of end letters comes about because of either higher activation levels (SERIOLWhitney, 2001) or the existence of edge bigrams (Whitney & Marton, 2013) . As in the other models, either of these assumptions increases the similarity of the orthographic codes for letter strings and words sharing end letters. Also as in those other models, no distinction is made between first and last letters (i.e., edge bigrams exist for both first and last letters) whereas the data suggest that first letters play a much more important role than last letters. Finally, as noted when considering the predictions in Experiment 1, the impact of the edge bigrams on processing is not large. Therefore, some additional assumptions would be necessary in order to account for the large difference between the first-letter superset condition and the others observed in Experiments 2 and 3 in terms of edge bigrams if one were to continue to advance an open-bigram account. It's possible, of course, that the assumption of higher activation levels for bigrams involving first letters in the 2001 version of SERIOL may have more success; however, that assumption seems to no longer be part of the model.
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The first follows from Chanceaux and colleagues (Chanceaux & Grainger, 2012; Chanceaux, Mathôt, & Grainger, 2013) research on "flanker effects." In both of the superset conditions, the added letter serves as a flanker that has the impact of reducing the perceptibility of the letter it flanks. Thus, the first letter in the target would be less readily perceived in the first-letter superset condition than in the other conditions as would be the final target letter in the final-letter superset condition. More importantly, Chanceaux et al. (2013) have shown that left flankers are more potent than right flankers which, for the stimuli used here, could imply that the second letter in the prime might be the hardest letter to perceive. If so, the letter that is first letter of the target would be the hardest letter to perceive in first-letter superset primes. In final-letter superset and substitution-letter primes, it would be the second letter (of both the prime and target) that would be the hardest letter to perceive in the prime. The question would be whether these ideas could help explain the weaker priming from first-letter superset primes in Experiments 2 and 3. The answer is potentially yes as long as one adds the assumption that the first letter in the target word is, for some reason, the most crucial letter required in establishing the orthographic code (i.e., the models would still need to be changed in some way to reflect the importance of the first letter). The reasoning would be as follows. Model calculations of orthographic similarity are all based on the idea that the reader knows the identity of the letters in the letter string being read. However, early in (prime) processing readers don't really know what the letters are and, therefore, according to this line of reasoning, early in processing what the system may be calculating in the firstletter superset condition is the orthographic similarity between a prime like w ‫ء‬ udge and the lexical representation for judge (where ‫ء‬ represents having very little knowledge about the letter in that position). In contrast in the substitution-letter condition, what the system might be calculating is the similarity between j ‫ء‬ wge and judge and in the final-letter superset condition, the similarity between j ‫ء‬ dgew and judge. If first letters are especially important, the lack of information about the existence of the j in the first-letter superset prime may diminish the similarity score substantially, hence diminishing the priming effect in that condition.
What this analysis also predicts, of course, is that a substitution prime involving the first letter (e.g., yudge) would be an even less effective prime than wjudge (because the y is the wrong letter and the u is so difficult to perceive). Although there does not appear to be a direct comparison of this sort in the literature, certainly not one involving a sandwich priming or masked prime same-different task, Adelman et al.'s (2014) megastudy did contain these two conditions. For the reasons listed in footnote 1, one does have to be careful in making this comparison; however, priming effects for primes like yudge were indistinguishable from priming effects for primes like wjudge (in fact, the actual difference was 2 ms in the nonpredicted direction).
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The second additional issue that may be important in thinking about the disadvantage for first-letter superset primes is that that disadvantage observed for first-letter superset primes only emerged in two tasks that are relatively new to the field, sandwich priming (Experiment 2) and masked prime same-different (Experiment 3) tasks. There was no evidence of this disadvantage in the conventional masked priming task (Experiment 1) nor in the megastudy (see footnote 1). That fact opens up the possibility that there may be some type of additional analysis going on in the newer tasks that, in some way, artifactually produced this disadvantage. For example, possibly the existence of a representation of the target (either as an initial prime in sandwich priming or as a reference stimulus in the masked prime same-different task), may have caused participants to engage some sort of left-to-right processing/matching on the prime of interest, processing that can only analyze a few of its letters before the target arrives. A mismatch at the initial position may mute the priming effect for first-letter superset primes through some sort of inhibitory process in a way that somewhat parallels the priming pattern in the masked onset priming literature (Dimitropoulou, Duñabeitia, & Carreiras, 2010; Forster & Davis, 1991; Kinoshita, 2003; Schiller, 2008) . Although there is no obvious mechanism for how this process might work in these tasks, in contrast to how it follows as a logical consequence of phonological coding in the masked onset priming literature, the present data provide no evidence against such a proposal. If this proposal were correct, however, the implication would still be that the present data provide no evidence for the superior priming from the superset primes predicted by the open-bigram models. 
Adelman's (2011) LTRS Model
There is one additional way of thinking about the different size priming effects in the three conditions in Experiments 2 and 3. In Adelman's (2011) model, priming effects are viewed as being a function of the amount of time that the prime activates the target before sufficient evidence is obtained that they are not identical. That is, early perceptual processing of a prime like juwge will activate the processing structures for judge until the system recognizes that there is a w rather than a d in the third position. No lexical competition processes are assumed to contribute to the effects.
In all the experiments reported here, the model would predict that the substitution-letter primes would be the most effective primes and the first-letter superset primes would be the least effective primes because detecting a mismatch in the middle of a word is more difficult than detecting one at the end of a word, which is more difficult than detecting one at the beginning of a word. Thus, the model would get the general pattern in Experiment 3 correct although it would have a bit less success with the pattern in Experiment 2. It would have even less success with the pattern in Experiment 1 although it was the conventional masked priming task that served as one of the main tasks motivating the model.
A final point to be made is that, for the same reasons that the model would predict the substitution-letter priming advantage, the model would also predict that priming effects would increase as target length increases for all prime types (i.e., it is harder to detect mismatches in longer strings). Although no attempt was made to match the five-, six-, seven-and eight-letter targets on any factors (e.g., frequency), meaning that a comparison between them is potentially problematic, there was little evidence for the predicted relationship in the data of Experiment 1. Overall priming effects for the five-, six-, seven-and eight-letter targets were 36, 31, 36 and 41 ms, respectively.
Sandwich Priming Versus the Masked Prime Same-Different Task
As noted above, two techniques have recently been introduced into the literature that allow an investigation of the nature of the orthographic code in a situation where lexical competition should not impact the data, sandwich priming and the masked prime same-different task. The present research appears to represent the first opportunity to contrast these two techniques. The similarity of results in Experiment 2 and 3 indicates that, at least in the present situation, they may be telling the same story. In the same-different task, an orthographic code for the reference stimulus is presumed to be initially established. On same trials (i.e., when the reference and the target match), a prime orthographically similar to the target will provide evidence for components of that code, which will incline participants toward a same response. Thus, the size of the priming effect should provide a good measure of the orthographic similarity of the reference/target and the prime. On different trials, although the prime will be orthographically similar to the target on related trials it will not be orthographically similar to the reference on either related or unrelated trials because the reference and the target are different stimuli. Thus, as is typically observed, there will be no priming effect on different trials (Duñabeitia et al., 2011; Kinoshita & Norris, 2009; Norris & Kinoshita, 2008) .
In sandwich priming the role of the initial prime, the target word itself, is to kill off the activation of target neighbors diminishing the impact of lexical competition. Therefore, whatever priming the prime produces by further activating the target is a reflection of the similarity of the prime's and target's orthographic codes. If all of these assumptions are correct, the implication is that the priming patterns in the two tasks should be parallel because, in both cases, they document the similarity of the prime's and target's orthographic codes. The very similar priming effects in Experiments 2 and 3 nicely support these assumptions.
One thing to note here is that neither of these explanations is based on the idea that preactivation of letter level representations is the source of any priming effects. In the sandwich priming task, the orthographic codes are driving lexical activation that is the source of the priming effects. In the masked prime same different task, the prime does not activate the letter level representations of the target facilitating its processing (and any target activation it provides at the lexical level is irrelevant to the task). It merely provides evidence for the orthographic code established by the reference stimulus. As a result, there is no priming for targets that do not match the reference (i.e., on different trials). Note further that this analysis is consistent with the finding that nonword targets do not typically show priming in a lexical-decision task even when primed by themselves.
Conclusions
The idea of open-bigram units as a level of representation when reading words is an interesting one. However, to this point, models based on the open-bigram assumption have not had any more success explaining masked priming data than most other types of models. In the present research an effort was made to garner evidence for the existence of open-bigram units by examining priming situations where open-bigram models would predict a strong priming effect. No such effect was found across three experiments. Therefore, it appears that models not based on the existence of open-bigram units, such as Davis's (2010) Spatial-Coding model or Gómez et al.'s (2008) Overlap model, are more likely to provide a better account of the orthographic coding process.
